3-
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WARNING!
You may observe a spark when you make this
connection since current may flow to charge
capacitors in the power inverter.
Do not make this connection in the presence of
flammable fumes Explosion or fire may result.
3-7-5. Set the power switch to the ON position. Check the meters and
indicators on the front panel of the inverter. The voltage bar graph
should indicate 11 to 14 volts (22 to 28V when 24V version is used)
depending on the voltage of the power source. If does not, check
your power source and the connections to inverter.
The other indicators should be off.
3-7-6. Set power inverter switch to the OFF position, the indicator lights may
blink and the internal alarm may sound momentarily.
This is normal. Plug the test load into the AC receptacle on the front
panel of the inverter. Leave the test load switch off.
3-7-7. Set power inverter switch to the ON position and turn the test load On.
The inverter should supply power to the load.
If you plan to accurately measure the true output r.m.s. voltage of
inverter, a meter such as FLUKE 45 BECKMAN 4410 or TRIPLETT
200 must be used.
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3-8. Power output:
The inverter will operate most AC loads within its power rating.
When deeming whether a microwave oven can be operated by the inverter,
remember that the power commonly advertised for microwave ovens are the
cooking power (the power delivered to the food) not the power actually
consumed by the microwave oven. The microwave oven will consume 40%
to 100% more than its advertised cooking power. Check the rating sticker on
the back of the oven to determine its actual power requirements.
The 1500W inverter will operate small microwave oven (0.2 to 0.3 cubic foot
capacity) that draws about 1700 watts. It will provide 3 minutes of cooking
time. Some induction motors used in refrigerators, freezers, pumps, and other
motor operated equipment require very high surge currents to start.
The Power Inverter may not be able to start some of these motor even though
their rated current requirement is within the power inverter.
If motor is refused to start, observe the battery voltage indicator while trying to
start the motor. If the battery voltage indicator drops below 11 volts while
inverter is attempting to start the motor, this may be why the motor won’t start.
Make sure that the battery connections are good and the battery is fully
charged.
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4. Troubleshooting guide
WARNING!
Do not open or disassemble the Inverter.
Attempting to service the unit yourself may result in a risk of
electrical shock or fire.

Problems and Symptoms Possible Cause
Solutions
Low output voltage
Using average reading Use true RMS reading meter
and cable.
voltmeter
See page 15
Point 3-7-7. of manual
Load LED bar flash
Overload
Reduce load.
No output voltage
And voltage indicator
in lower red zone
No output voltage
Over Temp indicator
on, load less than
1500W.

Low input voltage

No output voltage,
Over Load indicator
On

Short circuit or Wiring
error

Thermal shutdown

Very high power load

Recharge battery,
check connections
and cable.
Improve ventilation,
Make sure ventilation
openings in inverter
are not obstructed.
Reduce ambient
temperature.
Check AC wiring
for short circuit or
improper polarity (hot
and neutral reversed).
Remove load
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5. Maintenance
Very little maintenance is required to keep your inverter operating properly.
You should clean the exterior of the unit periodically with a damp cloth to prevent
accumulation of dust and dirt.
At the same time, tighten the screws on the DC input terminals.

6. Warranty
We warrant this product against defects in materials and workmanship for a period
of 24 months from the date of purchase and will repair or replace any defective
Power Inverter when directly returned, postage paid, to us.
This warranty will be considered void if the unit has suffered any obvious physical
damage or alteration either internally or externally and does not cover damage
arising from improper use such as plugging.
The unit into an unsuitable power sources attempts to operate products with
excessive power consumption requirements, or use in unsuitable environments.
This is the only warranty that Samlex America Inc. makes.
No other warranties express or imply including warranties of merchantability and
fitness for a particular purpose.
Repair and replacement are your sole remedies and Samlex America Inc. shall
not be liable for damages, whether direct, incidental, special or consequential,
even though caused by negligence or other fault.
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7. Appendix A
7-1. Dip Switch (110V)
S1

S2

VOUT
(VAC)

S3

FREQ.
(Hz)

S5

S6

BAUD
RATE

ON

ON

100

ON

50

ON

ON

1200

OFF

ON

110

OF

60

OFF

ON

2400

ON

OFF

115

------

------

ON

OFF

4800

OFF

OFF

120

------

------

OFF

OFF

4800

※S4 is unavailable
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8. Appendix B
8-1. Operations of RS232 Serial Port
8-1-1. Hardware design：
This unit uses a 9-pin D connector and three of RS232 signal lines：
RECEIVE DATA (RXD)：PIN2
TRANSMIT DATA (TXD)： PIN3
DATA TERMINAL READY (DTR)：PIN4
8-1-2. The connection between this unit and a computer is as follows：
Computer

Power Inverter

RXD

RXD

TXD

TXD

DSR

DTR

RTS
CTS
GND

GND

8-1-3. The RS232 interface of this unit employs ASCll code to implement the
asynchronous serial transmission control.
The byte structure is START BIP – 8 BIT DATA-STOP BIT Baud
rate：1200,2400,4800,(SET BY DIP-SW).
Parity check ：NONE, not settable
Data bit：8, not settable.
Stop bit：1, not settable.
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8-2. Interface Command：
The buffer size used for the RS232 port is 12-bytes. This unit will ignore all
bytes more than this value.
During transmission, this unit (inverter) will indicate it is ready to receive data
from computer by the DTR line. A computer has to check the DTR line
before sending any information to this unit.
This unit is normally always ready to receive data while operating.
When a LF character (ASCll code 0AH) is received, this unit would finish the
receiving by clearing the DTR status and begin to interpret the received
information. The unit would execute the received command (AND/OR data)
if it is correct.
Irrespective of whether the command is accepted or not, the unit will always
send back a response signal to the computer and set DTR to ready for
receiving more incoming information.
8-2-1. The Baud Rate of the RS232 interface is determined by S5 and S6 of
DIP-SW, as shows in Appendix A.
Note：You have to reset the unit after adjustment to activate the New
settings.
8-2-2. Illustration of the RS232 operation：
8-2-2-1. RS232 command
Command format：
This unit uses high-level language commands with a CR (0DH)
and a LF (0AH) as the end of the command.
The system would interpret and execute the command only
after these two characters are received.
After the unit execute the command, it would send a response
string to the computer.
The response string is as follows：
= > CR LF：Command executed successfully
? > CR LF：Command error, not accepted
! > CR LF：Command correct but execution error (e.g.
parameters out of range)
If the command needs any information from the unit, the unit
would send the information back to the computer (with CR
and LF) and then send the response string to the computer.
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8-2-2-2. Command format
This unit supports the following commands.
There should always be a CR (0DH) and a LF (0AH)
appended to the command while sending the command to his
unit.
8-2-2-3. PWRS command：
Power saving function control
Format： PWRS < value>
Illustration：A space (ASCll code 20H) is needed between
PWRS and < value >
< value > can be one of the following
“0”：Power saving disable
“1”：Power saving enable
“2”：Inquire the status of saving the response information
would be either “0” (disable) or “1” (enable)
8-2-2-4. Power command
Power ON/OFF control
Format：Power < value>
Illustration：A space (ASCll code 20H) is needed between
PWRS and < value >
< value > can be one of the following
“0”：Power off, power consumption < 2W, restart time < 5 sec
“1”：Power off, power consumption <20W, restart time < 2
sec
“2”：Power on
“3”：Inquire the status of power on/off status, the response
information would be either “0” (OFF) or “1” (OFF) or “2”
(ON)
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8-2-2-5. To query status command
Format：STUS?
Illustration：Don’t need to add any of parameter.
To respond the result be hexadecimal code replaced by 2
ASCll codes that is between 00 ~ FF (0~255), then convert
the Hex code to the binary digit after obtaining 8 bytes digit
that can be one of following：
“B0” UVP ( LSB )
“B1” OVP
“B2” OLP ( Loading > 110% )
“B3” FLP ( Loading > 100% / 3min )
“B4” OTP
“B5” BATT Too Low
“B6” BATT Too High
“B7” BATT Too High ( MSB)
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8-2-2-6. To query battery level command
Format：BATT?
Illustration：Don’t need to add any of parameter.
To respond the result be Hexadecimal code replaced by 2
ASCll codes and is between 00 ~ 0B, then convert into
decade digit after obtaining a digit, between 0 ~ 11, that can
be one of following ：
Hex Decade
code code

Indication

00

0

LED 1 glows blinking to indicate low voltage

01

1

LED 1 glows solid.

02

2

LED 2 glows solid.

03

3

LED 3 glows solid.

04

4

LED 4 glows solid.

05

5

LED 5 glows solid.

06

6

LED 6 glows solid.

07

7

LED 7 glows solid.

08

8

LED 8 glows solid.

09

9

LED 9 glows solid.

0A

10

LED 10 glows solid.

0B

11

LED 10 glows blinking to indicate over voltage
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8-2-2-7. To query load level command：
Format：Load?
Illustration：Don’t need adding any of parameter.
Respond：The same as BATT?
< value > can be one of following
Hex Decade
code code

Indication

00

0

Load < 5%, All of LED indicators go “OFF”

01

1

Load < 15%, LED 1 indicator glows.

02

2

Load < 25%, LED 1~LED 2 indicators glow.

03

3

Load < 35%, LED 1~LED 3 indicators glow.

04

4

Load < 45%, LED 1~LED 4 indicators glow.

05

5

Load < 55%, LED 1~LED 5 indicators glow.

06

6

Load < 65%, LED 1~LED 6 indicators glow.

07

7

Load < 75%, LED 1~LED 7 indicators glow.

08

8

Load < 85%, LED 1~LED 5 indicators glow.

09

9

Load < 95%, LED 1~LED 5 indicators glow.

0A

10

Load < 105%, LED 1~LED 10 indicators glow.

0B

11

Load > 105%, All of LED indicators glow
blinking to indicate over load.
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9. Appendix C
9-1. Remote Control Operations: ( Optional accessory )
System Configuration:
9-1-1. Plug the 9-pin D-SUB connector of the remote controller in the RS-232
port of the Inverter.
9-1-2. Check the setting of DIP-SW S5 & S6, The communication BAUD
RATE should be set to 4800bps (S5 & S6 OFF).
LED Indications:
9-1-3. Turn on the switch of the Inverter, There will be two short beep sounds
from the Inverter. All LEDS will be ON and, one second later, there
will be a short Beep sound. The amber, green and red LEDS of
remote controller will be on for 0.5 second then off sequentially. The
Inverter is then in the OFF mode.
The amber LED will be blinking every 2~3 seconds.
9-1-3-1. Remote Controller LEDS:
Color / Status

Power Saving

Power Output

Green ”ON”

Enable

ON

Green “Blinking”

Enable

OFF

Amber “ON”

Enable

ON

Amber “Blinking”

Enable

OFF

Green：Power saving enable.1
Amber：Power saving disable.
On：Power On
Blinking：Power Off
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Operations:
9-1-4. Set SLIDE SW “ON” (Keypads will not work if SLIDE SW is set “OFF”)
9-1-5. Remote ON/OFF：Pressing a button (and releasing in one second) will
change (toggle) the output ON/OFF mode and the display of LEDS will
be changed accordingly.
9-1-6. Operations of power saving mode：
Press the button for 2 seconds and the colors of LED will be changed.
Keep pressing the button and the colors will be toggling between
amber and green every 2~3 seconds.
The color of LED will determine the mode of operation.
Green indicates that power saving mode is enabled and amber
indicates is disabled.
Release the button when the LED indicating the desired status is
reached.
9-1-7. The operation power saving enable / disable does not change the
power ON/OFF mode.
9-1-8. Despite the setting of power saving mode, when a power OFF
command is set by pressing a button, the power will be turned OFF
and the power saving mode will be set to disable automatically (amber
LED will flash for 2~3 seconds). When the power is turned On, the
power saving mode will restore the previous setting.
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9-2. Power saving mode
MICROPROCESSOR BASED SINE WAVE INVERTER S-1500 SERIES
ENABLING AND DISABLING POWER SAVING MODE
9-2-1. When an inverter is powered on and is running in idle condition ( there
is no load or the load connected to the inverter has been switched off ),
it will still draw some power from the batteries for keeping the system
alive.
9-2-2. This inverter features a power saving “sleep” mode for conserving the
battery power during idle conditions. When this mode is enabled,
the inverter senses the output power being drawn and if this is less
than 2 to 15 watts, the inverter shuts down the output power. Only
essential systems are kept alive to reduce power consumption from
the batteries to a very low value of only about 1.5 watts. As soon as
a load is switched on, the inverter wakes up from its “sleep” condition
and restores the output power after a response time of about 8
seconds. Please note that on waking up from the power saving
“sleep” mode, the inverter requires some time to prepare all the
systems before it can start delivering power to the load. Hence, the
output power will not be available immediately but after a time lag of
approx. 15 to 18 sec. If using a hand tool or other appliance with a
trigger, keep the trigger pressed for some time till the power is
available to drive the tool / appliance.
9-2-3. The power saving “sleep” mode can be enabled or disabled with the
help of the power on / off switch or with the help of the optional remote
control. Procedure to switch between the two states is given at para
6 below. The inverter has been factory pre-set in the enabled
condition.
9-2-4. Power saving “sleep” mode, enabled
9-2-4-1. The front plate has a green led marked “power saving” for
indication of enabled state of power saving “sleep” mode
(here-in-after referred to as the green led)
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9-2-4-2. The power saving “sleep” mode is enabled in either of the
following indications (When inverter is in on condition):
The green led flashing sequence is:
Flash-flash-gap-flash-flash-gap… (power saving “sleep”
mode, idle condition or no load) .
The green led is continuously lighted (power saving “sleep”
mode, loaded).
9-2-5. Following indications will be observed when the inverter is powered on
and subsequently loaded and unloaded when power saving “sleep”
mode is in enabled condition: (the initial condition is that the inverter is
switched off and all loads are disconnected).
9-2-5-1. Switch on the inverter. There will be 2 beeps and the green
led will start flashing with a flashing sequence of flash-flashflash… After about 3 seconds, there will be 1 beep, the green
led will stop flashing and it will be lighted continuously.
Output power will be available after about 15 to 18 sec from
the time the green led stops flashing. After the output power
is made available, the inverter searches if any load is
connected. If the load is less than 2 to 15 watts, the output
power is shut down after about 15 seconds from the time the
output power is made available.
The green led will start a flashing sequence of flash-flashgap-flash-flash-gap… (this indicates that the inverter is in
power saving “sleep” mode and is idling at no load).
9-2-5-2. If now a load more than 2 to 15 watts is switched on, the
green led stops flashing after about 3 seconds and will be
lighted continuously. After about 15 to 18 seconds after the
green led has stopped flashing and become steady, output
power will be available to the load. The green led will be
lighted continuously (this indicates that the inverter is in
power saving “sleep” mode and is in loaded condition).
9-2-5-3. If the load is switched off, the output power will be shut down
after about 15 to 18 seconds and the green led will start
flashing with a flashing sequence of flash-flash-gap-flashflash-gap…(this indicates that the inverter is in power saving
“sleep” mode and is idling at no load).
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9-2-6. Power saving “sleep” mode, disabled
9-2-6-1. The front plate has a green led marked “power saving” for
indication of enable state of power save “sleep” mode (herein-after referred to as the green led).
9-2-6-2. The power saving “sleep” mode is disabled when the green
led marked “power saving” is off. In this mode the output
power is always available.
9-2-6-3. Following indications will be observed when the inverter is
powered on and subsequently loaded and unloaded when
power saving “sleep” mode is in disabled condition: (the initial
condition is that the inverter is switched off and all loads are
disconnected).
9-2-6-3-1. Switch on the inverter. There will be 2 beeps and
green led will start flashing with a flashing
sequence of flash-flash-flash… After about 3
seconds, there will be 1 beep and the green led
will stop flashing and switch off. Output power will
be available after about 15 to 18 sec from the time
the green led switches off. The output power will
be always available, even in no load idling
condition.
The green led will be off all the time.
9-2-7. Switching between enabled and disabled states of power saving
“sleep” mode
9-2-7-1. Switching between enabled and disabled states of power
saving “sleep” mode can be done with the help of the power
on / off switch on the front plate of the inverter or with the help
of the optional remote control.
Switch on the front plate of the inverter is done as follows:
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Switch on the front plate of the inverter is done as follows:
This procedure acts as a toggle i.e. If the inverter was in
enabled state before the procedure, it will switch to disabled
state after the procedure.
Likewise, if it was in disabled state before the procedure, it will
switch to enabled state after the procedure.
Switch off all the loads, switch off the inverter, disconnect all
loads. Switch on the inverter. There will be 2 beeps and
green led will start flashing with a flashing sequence of flashflash-flash… (it will flash for approx. 3 seconds).
Immediately after it starts flashing, switch off the power on /
off switch and immediately switch on again. This will complete
the switching procedure. The inverter will continue its power
on sequence and switch over to the new state.
The power on / off switch should be switched off and on again
during the time the green led is flashing (the green led will
flash with a sequence of flash-flash-flash… For about 3
seconds after the inverter is powered on).
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